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Butlers Farm ,Broomfield, Essex.

Enlarged extract from 1:25000 OS map showing location of Butler's Farm.
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                                                                  This report arises from Chelmsford Borough Council

giving permission for redevelopment of the farmyard with a substantial amount of demolition. This

can be classed as a new farm site as when the fields were sold off from the estate of Butlers in

1837 no buildings existed. The Chase down to the river Chelmer did exist and the farm with

dwelling house was built within the next few years by local entrepreneur and business man,

Thomas Christie. The fields were nearly all in arable cultivation before the sale and the first farm

buildings reflect this with a threshing barn, stables and cart lodge. Other buildings not clear on the

Tithe map were built at the north and east of the barn. These are thought to be feed and animal

buildings and shelters, possibly for cattle providing manure and maybe dairy products as it was so

near to the town. Within a short while and before the 1875 OS map more buildings appear

suggesting a major change to animal production maybe following the steady decline in grain prices.

By the turn of the century further development took place with more buildings to the south including

a double sided unit possibly with calf pens to one side and an open fronted building to the north.

These linked to a range projecting south from the northern build suggesting closed yards with

shelter sheds. The map also shows a large area between them roofed, was it a covered yard? Not

much change in the next sixty years other than inside buildings. Then a large Dutch barn and a bulk

storage building fill a large area of the site. The older buildings all sink into decline through lack of

use. The first build is with walls and plinths in brick and flint, the barn timber framed mainly from

machined softwood. All this 1st phase have similar roof structures. Soon after a building using

standard timber trusses and a little later the brick used is London stock. Very little documentary

evidence survives from build to decline to fill in more detail of the changes to this farm complex.

Short report by D Stenning. Copy with full report.
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